
Advance Traditional 
Artisanal Crafts

Unique opportunity for junior craftsmen to explore first hand Traditional Artisanal Crafts and discover the cutural heritage.

Course Teacher Information:

Wang Ning, Head of Traditional Artisanal Crafts Learning at MH Maker, the successor and the

representative inheritor of “Intangible Cultural Heritage” and “Wonder Paper-cutting”. Mr. Wang

had delivered his “Wonder Paper Cutting” course to university students, and organized many

themed lectures, which has gained numerous media coverage and received wide reputation

across the nation. His unique and innovative teaching courses include: print fabric, pottery

underglaze blue, pottery sculpture, colourful collage paper-cutting, single color paper-cutting,

crafts creation using various non-genetic materials etc.

Basic Information Overview

Year Group (s) P3 - P6

Teacher Source MH Maker Professional Artisans

Number of lessons 1 per week; 15 sessions in Term 2

Language Chinese

Venue MH Maker

Class Time Friday, 3:45-5:15PM

Course Overview

Enrollment Criteria

Students who would benefit from learning theoretical knowledge of traditional

handicraft techniques. Students should be able to understand and comprehend creative

expressions and techniques. Students who are interested can participate.

Engage and Assess

In the first weeks of the course, students will be assessed on their abilities to
comprehend the theoretical explanations and understanding of artistic creations. As the
course progresses, teachers will guide the exploration of various forms of artistic
expression to deliver a solid foundation for the student’s independent creation.

Explore and Develop
In the middle weeks of the course, students will explore the cultural connotations and
artistic expressions of each craft, and reflect on their personal progress and refine their
goals.

Refine and Present
In the final weeks of the course, students will be able to communicate and share their
knowledge related to handicrafts, and have deeper appreciation of such works. They
will also have the opportunity to see their own works being exhibited.

Parent Engagement 
Opportunity

Parents will be invited to attend the exhibition held at the end of each course.
Parents need to collect students from MH Maker after lesson.


